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Rising above a desert plateau near Cairo stands the Great Pyramid; the oldest 
and largest of three and the last of the ancient Seven Wonders of the World. 

A defining symbol of Egypt; amongst the sands a source of infinite wealth awaits 
to be found. 

GIZA is the second instalment to ReelPlay’s Infinity Reels family. An enhancement 
to the underlying math engine, offering a faster pace feature game with an 

additional high risk / reward feature gamble. 

Consecutive wins push players up the multiplier trail, whilst Buy-A-Bonus is also 
available in territories where this is permitted. 

New reels may be added Infinitely to the base 3x4 reel set; with each new reel 
increasing the multiplier for all symbols’ wins. 

Each spin has the chance to keep adding new reels for bigger wins and a shot 
at reaching the Jackpot Prize of 888x total bet. 

Free Spins provide additional multipliers whilst players can multiply Free Spins 
winnings up to 5x in the Gamble Wheel feature. 

An epic visual setting combined with an immersive soundtrack; be inspired by the 
boundless rewards as GIZA Infinity Reels stands before you.
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£25 £0.20

MAX EXPOSURE:

MAX BET: MIN BET:

 € £250,000

Symbols pay left to right (except Pyramid 
which pays any), where the corresponding 
symbol count is greater or equal to 5.

All spins begin with 3 reels.

An extra reel is added to the rightmost 
reel after every winning symbol 
combination.

There is no limit on the number of 
additional reels that can be added.

Each new reel increases the symbol win 
multiplier by x1.

Any Pyramid win awards 10 Free Spins.

During Free Spins, the Symbol Multiplier 
Increment varies in value.

On a spin that results in any win, the 
Symbol Multiplier Increment increases by 
1, up to a maximum of 5. On a spin that 
results in no win, the Symbol Multiplier 
Increment decreases by 1.

When a player reaches the 15th reel, a 
jackpot prize of 888x total bet is awarded 
in addition to those reel wins already 
achieved.

Free Spins Gamble - Gamble your 
feature winnings at the end of Free Spins 
to multiply your total win by up to 5x!

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DATA

DESKTOP TABLET MOBILE

RTP: 

LANGUAGES: 

Bonus Game with Jackpot 10,000 x total bet

Base Game with Jackpot 1245.65 x total bet

96.454%

All languages / currencies supported by your platform

MEDIUM - HIGH

26,496 coins

1 in 204.106 spins

VOLATILITY:

TOP AWARD:

FEATURE HIT RATE:

AVAILABLE ON:

FREE ROUNDS AVAILABLE

MAX WIN:

MAX WIN: 
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PAYTABLE

4 3 3

Substitutes for 
all symbols 

except 
Pyramid

Any Pyramid 
symbol win 

triggers Free 
Spins.

5
5

2 2 2

1 1 1

Symbols pay from left to right except PYRAMID (which pays any) where the participating symbol count is greater or equal to 5.

Symbol pays are calculated as the number of participating symbols multiplied by the symbol value as found in the Paytable.

Wins are multiplied by the coin value.



The information contained herein is provided solely in relation to the development and supply of Interactive Wagering Games by ReelPlay Pty Ltd to the recipient, thus is confidential and not 
to be redistributed without the consent of ReelPlay Pty Ltd.
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The follow-up to ReelPlay’s sensational 
El Dorado Infinity Reels.

Dynamic chasing base game play.

Enhanced mechanics offer a fast paced 
feature game.

Infinite number of potential additional reels 
available.

Each new reel added increases the 
symbol win multiplier.

Additional Jackpot prize of 888x available 
in both base & feature games.

Multiply your winnings up to 5x with free 
spins Gamble Wheel feature.

Max X: 10,000.

Mysterious Ancient Egyptian civilization 
setting with intricate details in the artwork.

Immersive soundtrack.

Innovative and Dynamic Infinity Reels 
gameplay.

Chain reaction wins with multipliers.

Infinite possibilities.

Fast pace Free Spins feature.

High risk - high reward feature gamble.

Targeting players who enjoy:

AUDIENCEKEY SELLING POINTS

MARKETING TO PLAYERS

PROMO TEXT

Extra multipliers during
Free Spin wins

Gamble your feature 
winnings up to 5x!

Chase your additional 
reels and multipliers!

No Limit on INFINITY REELSWinning combo of new 
reels with increasing 

multiplier

Reach your 888x
Jackpot Prize
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